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Abstract. Higo, Tanaka, Yamada, and Yasunaga (ACISP 2012) studied
oblivious transfer (OT) from a game-theoretic viewpoint in the malicious
model. Their work can be considered as an extension of the study on
two-party computation in the fail-stop model by Asharov, Canetti, and
Hazay (EUROCRYPT 2011).
This paper focuses on bit commitment, and continues to study it from a
perspective of game theory. In a similar manner to the work on OT, we
consider bit commitment in the malicious model. In order to naturally
capture the security properties of bit commitment, we characterize them
with a single game where both parties are rational. In particular, we
deﬁne a security notion from a game theoretic viewpoint, and prove the
equivalence between it and the standard security notion.
Keywords: Cryptography, game theory, bit commitment.
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Introduction

1.1

Motivations

Cryptographic protocols are designed for some parties to accomplish some purposes. When deﬁning their security, we consider situations among honest parties
and adversaries. Honest parties always follow the protocol description, while adversaries may deviate from it to attack others, e.g., dig out secrets of others. We
usually say a protocol is secure if no adversary can damage the honest parties.
The adversaries are assumed to be interested in attacking, however, not interested in protecting their own secret. Also, we assume there is at least one honest
party. That is, we do not consider situations where all parties conduct some sort
of attack.
Game theory mathematically analyzes decision making of multiple parties.
In particular, non-cooperative game theory deals with the situations where the
parties act independently. The parties are called rational, since they only care
about their own preferences and act to achieve their best satisfactions. If a party
?
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has two or more preferences, he considers the trade-oﬀs among them and aims
to obtain the most reasonable result.
As described, both non-cooperative game theory and cryptography study
the situations where parties act. However, they capture situations from diﬀerent perspectives. In reality, even adversaries may be reluctant to reveal their
secrets. Also, for example, if a party is sure that there is no danger, he may try
to obtain more information than expected. That is, all parties may not be completely honest. In a game-theoretic framework, we can formalize such realistic
perspectives.
There is a line of work using game-theoretic concepts to study cryptographic
protocols. For a survey on the joint work of cryptography and game theory, we
refer to [15, 13]. Halpern and Teague [9] introduced such approach of study on
secret sharing. Their work has been followed in many subsequent work called
rational secret sharing (see [3] and the references therein for the subsequent
work). They study it in the presence of rational parties, seeking for secure protocols in a game-theoretic framework. Besides secret sharing, there are several
studies using game-theoretic frameworks for cryptographic protocols, e.g., twoparty computation [1, 7], leader election [6], byzantine agreement [8], oblivious
transfer (OT) [11], and public-key encryption [17]. As an extension of the work by
Asharov, Canetti, and Hazay [1] and Higo, Tanaka, Yamada, and Yasunaga [11],
we are interested in whether the standard security notions of cryptographic protocols are reasonable in such a realistic model. In order to investigate it, we
employ a game-theoretic framework.
In this work, we focus on bit commitment. Two parties, called the sender and
the receiver, interact to implement it. They conduct two phases in series. In the
ﬁrst phase, called the commit phase, the sender who has a bit b interacts with the
receiver. After that, the receiver obtains a commitment string c, and the sender
obtains c and a decommitment string d. In the latter phase, called the open
phase, the sender persuade the receiver that the committed bit is b through
an interaction using c and d . Finally, the receiver outputs a bit representing
whether she accepts that b is the committed bit.
In cryptography, we usually require three properties, hiding property, binding
property, and correctness, as the security properties for bit commitment. Hiding
property guarantees that no receiver can learn the committed bit before starting the open phase. Binding property guarantees that no sender can generate a
pair of decommitment strings to open the commitment to both 0 and 1. These
two properties are required to protect the sender and the receiver respectively.
Correctness guarantees that if two parties honestly follow the protocol description, they can open the bit that was committed in the commit phase. Note that,
in cryptography, each of the three properties is deﬁned individually. Thus, for
example, we do not consider parties who want to break hiding property and to
protect binding property at the same time.
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Previous Studies on Game-Theoretic Security

Asharov et al. [1] studied two-party protocols in the fail-stop model from a
game-theoretic viewpoint. Fail-stop adversaries are allowed to abort the protocol rather than continuing at each round, but they cannot conduct other
deviation, such as sending illegal messages to the others. They focus on the
properties of privacy, correctness, and fairness. They characterized them individually in a game-theoretic manner using a concept called computational Nash
equilibrium. For privacy and correctness, they showed the equivalence between
the corresponding cryptographic and the game-theoretic notions. For fairness,
they showed that their game-theoretic notion is strictly weaker than existing
cryptographic ones, and proposed a new cryptographic notion that is equivalent
to the game-theoretic one. Groce and Katz [7] continued their consideration on
fairness, and showed a way to circumvent impossibility results in cryptography
in a game-theoretic framework.
Higo et al. [11] studied two-message oblivious transfer (OT) from a gametheoretic viewpoint, characterizing its security using computational Nash equilibrium. They restrict the target protocol from general two-party computation
to OT. However, the characterization of Higo et al. [11] has several advantages.
First, they investigated the security in the malicious model, where the adversaries
can arbitrarily deviate from the protocol description. Second, both parties are
rational in their game while a game deﬁned in [1] is essentially played between a
rational party and an honest party. Finally, they characterized all security properties by a single game, whereas each security property is deﬁned in an individual
game in [1]. Speciﬁcally, Higo et al. [11] listed three preferences for each party.
Since parties may have diﬀerent strength of preferences, they formalize them as
a weighted sum of the probabilities where each preference is satisﬁed. This way
of formalization was introduced in order to make the model closer to the reality. With this model, they showed the equivalence between their game-theoretic
security and the standard cryptographic security.
1.3

This Work

In this paper, we study bit commitment in a game-theoretic framework. In particular, we deﬁne a security notion from a game theoretic viewpoint, and examine the relation between it and the standard security notion. As summarized in
Table 1., our work has various advantages compared to the previous studies.
We consider bit commitment in the malicious model. In order to naturally
capture its security properties, we deﬁne a single game where both parties are
rational. In other words, we take over the advantages of [11] over [1].
Since both bit commitment and OT are types of two-party computation,
one might think that we can simply extend the result of [11] to the case of
bit commitment. However, this is not the case. Bit commitment and OT have
an essential diﬀerence in the functions they compute. The function of OT is
a single function, that is, it has a single pair of inputs and a single pair of
outputs. On the other hands, what bit commitment computes is a type of reactive
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Table 1. Results of [1], [11], and this work.

Target protocol
# of phases
# of messages
Adversary model
# of rational parties
Properties
Utility functions

Asharov et al. [1]
Two-party computation
1
Not restricted
Fail-stop model
1 out of 2 parties
1
Fixed

Higo et al. [11]
Two-message OT
1
2
Malicious model
Both of 2 parties
3
Weighted

This work
Bit commitment
2
Not restricted
Malicious model
Both of 2 parties
3
General

functionalities [10, 12], which have multiple phases in their computations. Bit
commitment has two phases, with a pair of inputs and outputs for each phase,
where the second input may depend on the result of the ﬁrst phase. Moreover,
Higo et al. [11] focused on two-message OT, whose interaction has only one
round. For bit commitment, we do not only consider multiple phases, but also
get rid of the limitation on the number of rounds. When we consider from a
game-theoretic perspective, this diﬀerence makes the characterization and the
analysis more complicated than those in the case of OT.
Generalized utility functions and a simpler solution concept. In the ﬁeld of game
theory, utility function mathematically represents the preferences of each party.
We formalize the preferences of each party in bit commitment into a form of
utility function.
We do not employ a ﬁxed form such as a ﬁxed value in [1] or a weighted sum
in [11]. Our utility functions are said to be more general than the ones in the
previous work.
Moreover, we reform the way of perceiving the preferences. Since protocols
may be used repeatedly, the users are not just interested in a good outcome of
a game but prefer to use a good protocol. We characterize the preferences of
the parties not over the outcomes of single executions of a protocol, but over
the algorithms used by the parties. Although it is not an essential diﬀerence, it
contributes to employ Nash equilibrium rather than computational Nash equilibrium. As a result, we obtain a simple description of the theorem and its proof.
Non-triviality of our theorem. We prove that our security is equivalent to the
standard cryptographic one. The implications between the two security notions
are not trivial. Actually, they are, in general, not comparable. In the cryptographic security, we deﬁne the three properties individually, whereas rational
parties pay attention to the trade-oﬀs among them. That is, if there is a way of
attacking some property of a protocol, it is not secure in cryptography. However
since rational parties may not perform the attack to the protocol in case this
attack together derives a negative result, it may satisfy the game-theoretic security. In this sense, the cryptographic security seems stronger. However, when
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Fig. 1. Bit commitment protocol.

we focus on the number of non-honest parties, the other seems stronger. Considering security in cryptography, we generally assume that there is at least one
honest party, but all parties are rational in game theory. That is, everyone is
allowed to take arbitrary action.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, we review some cryptographic deﬁnitions and game-theoretic
concepts.
First, we review some basic deﬁnitions. We say a function µ : N → R is
negligible if for any polynomial p, there exists N ∈ N such that for any n > N
it holds that µ(n) < 1/p(n). We describe a negligible function as negl(·). An
algorithm is PPT if it runs in probabilistic polynomial time. In this paper, all
the parties are assumed to use PPT algorithms in the security parameter n.
Formally, each party has an input 1n , but we omit this part. For two algorithms
A and B, denote the view of A during the interaction with B by viewA (B), and
the output of A after the interaction with B by outA (B).
2.1

Bit Commitment in Cryptography

In this section, we review security of bit commitment in a cryptographic framework as deﬁned in [5, 2]. Bit commitment (Fig. 1.) has two phases, the commit
phase and the open phase, which are executed in series. Note that this deﬁnition
allows interactions in both phases.
Definition 1 (Bit commitment protocol) A bit commitment protocol Com
is a tuple of four PPT interactive algorithms, denoted by Com =
((SC , SO ), (RC , RO )).
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– The commit phase is an interaction between SC and RC , where SC receives
a bit b ∈ {0, 1} as an input. The output of the commit phase consists of
the commitment string c and a private output d for the sender, called the
decommitment string. Without loss of generality, let c be the transcript of
the interaction between SC (b) and RC , and d the view of SC , including the
private random coin of SC .
– The open phase is an interaction between SO and RO , where SO receives
(b, c, d), and RO receives c as inputs. We assume that the first message by
the sender explicitly contains a bit b, which indicates that the sender is to
persuade the receiver that the committed bit is b. After the interaction, RO
outputs 1 if the receiver accepts, and 0 otherwise.
Next, we review a security notion of commitment in the malicious model. In
this model, adversaries are allowed to act arbitrarily. That is, they may follow
the description of the protocol, stop the protocol execution, or deviate from it. A
protocol is called secure if it satisﬁes three properties, hiding property, binding
property, and correctness. Since we derive a new security notion in terms of game
theory in the next section, this one is called the cryptographic security.
Definition 2 (Cryptographic security) Let Com = ((SC , SO ), (RC , RO )) be
a bit commitment protocol. We say Com is cryptographically secure if it satisfies
the following three properties.
∗
Hiding property: For any b ∈ {0, 1}, PPT cheating receiver RC
, and PPT
distinguisher D, it holds that

Pr[D(viewRC∗ (SC (b))) = b] ≤ 1/2 + negl(n).
∗
∗
Binding property: For any b ∈ {0, 1}, PPT cheating sender (SC
, SO
), and
PPT decommitment finder F , it holds that
∗
∗
Pr[outRO (c∗ ) (SO
(0, c∗ , d0 )) = outRO (c∗ ) (SO
(1, c∗ , d1 )) = 1] ≤ negl(n),
∗
where c∗ is the transcript between SC
(b) and RC , (d0 , d1 ) is the output of
F (viewSC∗ (b) (RC )).
Correctness: For any b ∈ {0, 1}, it holds that

Pr[outRO (c) (SO (b, c, d)) = 1] ≥ 1 − negl(n),
where c is the transcript between SC (b) and RC , and d = viewSC (b) (RC ).
2.2

Game Theory

Game theory [4, 16] studies actions of some parties aiming at their own goals. We
characterize the situations as a game in terms of game theory. The parties of the
game have their own preferences. In games, parties choose the best actions from
their alternatives to obtain the most preferable outcome. The series of actions
of each party is collectively called strategies. When we analyze cryptographic
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protocols from a game-theoretic viewpoint, the tuple of algorithms of each party
accounts for his strategy.
Utility functions stands for the preferences of the parties. A utility function
maps from a tuple of strategies of parties to a real number. When all parties
choose their strategies, the outcome of the game is (probabilistically) determined.
The values of utility functions usually represent the degree of its preference over
the outcome. Higher rate represents stronger preference. Each party guesses the
actions of the others, and estimate his own utility to choose his best strategy.
Every party chooses the algorithm that delivers him the highest utility.
We are interested in how the parties act in the game. Solution concepts characterize which tuples of strategies are likely to be chosen by the parties. While
there are many solution concepts introduced, we employ Nash equilibrium, which
is one of the most commonly used. When all parties choose the Nash equilibrium
strategies, no party can gain his utility by changing his strategy unilaterally.
Namely, if parties are assumed to choose the Nash equilibrium strategies, no
party have any motivation to change his strategy.

3

Bit Commitment in Game Theory

In this section, we introduce game-theoretic deﬁnitions with respect to bit commitment. First, we deﬁne a game to execute a protocol. Then, we consider the
natural preferences of the sender and the receiver. The solution concept we employ is Nash equilibrium [15, 13]. Finally, we characterize the required properties
for bit commitment using these notions in the game-theoretic framework.
Game. Given a bit commitment protocol Com = ((SC , SO ), (RC , RO )), we deﬁne
a game between a sender and a receiver. A sender has three PPT algorithms
0
0
0
(SC
, SO
, F ), and a receiver has two PPT algorithms (RC
, D) in our game. Here
is an informal description of the game. (See also Fig. 2.)
0
0
First, the sender and the receiver execute a commit phase by using SC
and RC
together with a random bit b as the input for the sender. Then, a distinguisher
D of the receiver tries to guess the committed bit b using her view in the commit
phase. After that, a decommitment ﬁnder F of the sender tries to generate two
decommitment strings d0 and d1 , where db is used for opening b as the committed
0
bit. Using SO
and RO , two open phases are executed, whether d0 and d1 are
correctly used to open the commitment generated in the commit phase. Note
that the receiver has to use RO as the open phase algorithm. Since otherwise, the
receiver can even accept/reject all the commitment, and such strategies should
be excluded from her choice.
Now we formally deﬁne a bit commitment game.
Definition 3 (Game) For a bit commitment protocol Com
=
0
0
0
((SC , SO ), (RC , RO )), and PPT algorithms SC
, SO
, F , RC
, and D, the
0
0
0
game ΓCom ((SC
, SO
, F ), (RC
, D)) is executed as follows.
1. Choose a bit b uniformly at random and set guess = amb = suc = abort = 0.
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Fig. 2. Bit commitment game.

0
0
2. Observe an interaction between SC
(b) and RC
, and c denotes the transcript
during the interaction. Set abort = 1 if some party aborts the protocol.
0
3. Set guess = 1 if b = D(viewRC0 (SC
(b))).
0
)) and get (d0 , d1 ) as output.
4. Run F (viewSC0 (b) (RC
0
5. Observe an interaction between SO
(0, c, d0 ) and RO (c), and between
0
SO
(1, c, d1 ) and RO (c). Set abort = 1 if some party aborts.
0
0
6. Set amb = 1 if outRO (c) (SO
(0, c, d0 )) = outRO (c) (SO
(1, c, d1 )) = 1, and suc =
0
1 if either outRO (c) (SO
(b, c, db )) = 1 or abort = 1.

The tuple (guess, amb, suc) is the outcome of this game, and is explained as
follows.
After the commit phase, the receiver tries to learn the committed bit b beforehand. If she succeeded in guessing, then guess = 1. Otherwise, guess = 0. The
sender tries to ﬁnd two decommitment strings d0 and d1 in order that db0 can be
opened to b0 . Acceptance of both bits implies that he can choose the bit to be
opened. If the sender succeed in ﬁnding such values, then amb = 1. Otherwise,
amb = 0. If the receiver can accept the commitment for the committed bit b, or
one of the parties aborts the protocol, then suc = 1. Otherwise, suc = 0.
Utility functions. We consider that each party of bit commitment has multiple
goals listed as the following preferences.
We consider that the sender has the following two preferences:
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– He does not prefer the receiver to know the committed bit b before executing
the open phase.
– On executing the open phase, he prefers to be able to choose a bit to be
opened.
Next, the receiver is considered to have the following three preferences:
– She prefers to learn the committed bit b before executing the open phase.
– She does not prefer the sender to change the bit to be opened in the open
phase.
– She prefers to open the committed bit b in the open phase unless the protocol
was aborted.
We formalize these preferences as utility functions. Similar to the work of
Higo et al. [11], each party has a single utility function that represents all the
preferences in a lump. However, our utility functions are not in a ﬁxed form such
as weighted sum used in [11]. Moreover, to describe the preferences over the algorithms used in the game, the arguments of utility functions are the algorithms.
They are evaluated using the prescribed three random variables guess, amb and
suc that represents the outcome of the game.
For simplicity, we use the following notations. We denote by a ≺ b or b  a
for a(n), b(n) ∈ R, if it holds that a(n) < b(n) − (n) for some non-negligible
function . Also, a ≈ b denotes that |a(n) − b(n)| ≤ negl(n).
Definition 4 (Utility functions) For a bit commitment protocol Com, and
0
0
0
PPT algorithms SC , SO , RC , SC
, SO
, RC
, D, and F , let (guess, amb, suc)
0
0
0
and (guess , amb , suc ) be the random variables representing the outcome of
0
0
0
ΓCom ((SC , SO , F ), (RC , D)) and ΓCom ((SC
, SO
, F ), (RC
, D)), respectively. The
Com
Com
utility function US
for the sender satisfies US ((SC , SO , F ), (RC , D)) >
0
0
0
USCom ((SC
, SO
, F ), (RC
, D)) if one of the following conditions holds.
S-1. |Pr[guess = 1] − 1/2| ≺ |Pr[guess0 = 1] − 1/2| and Pr[amb = 1] ≈
Pr[amb0 = 1].
S-2. Pr[guess = 1] ≈ Pr[guess0 = 1] and Pr[amb = 1]  Pr[amb0 = 1].
The utility function URCom for the receiver satisfies URCom ((SC , SO , F ), (RC , D)) >
0
0
0
URCom ((SC
, SO
, F ), (RC
, D)) if one of the following conditions holds.
R-1. |Pr[guess = 1] − 1/2|  |Pr[guess0 = 1] − 1/2|, Pr[amb = 1] ≈ Pr[amb0 =
1], and Pr[suc = 1] ≈ Pr[suc0 = 1].
R-2. Pr[guess = 1] ≈ Pr[guess0 = 1], Pr[amb = 1] ≺ Pr[amb0 = 1], and Pr[suc =
1] ≈ Pr[suc0 = 1].
R-3. Pr[guess = 1] ≈ Pr[guess0 = 1], Pr[amb = 1] ≈ Pr[amb0 = 1], and Pr[suc =
1]  Pr[suc0 = 1].
Note that we use the value |Pr[guess = 1] − 1/2| rather than Pr[guess = 1].
After a single execution of the game, the sender prefers guess to be 0, and the
receiver 1. However, focusing on what the parties hope the algorithm to be, we
consider that the sender prefers guess to be close to 1/2, and the receiver prefers
it to be far from 1/2.
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Nash equilibrium. As mentioned in Section 2.2., we use Nash equilibrium as the
solution concept in this paper. When a pair of strategies in a Nash equilibrium
is chosen by the parties, neither party can gain more no matter how he changes
his strategy unilaterally. Although all strategies we consider are polynomially
bounded, we do not need to use the extended notion named computational Nash
equilibrium as is used in the previous work [1, 11]. This conversion is attributed
to the reformation of the utility. Since our utility functions describe the preferences over the strategies not over the outcomes of the games, the discussion of
computability is done with evaluating utility functions.
Definition 5 (Nash equilibrium) Let Com be a bit commitment protocol. A
tuple of PPT strategies ((SC , SO ), RC ) is in a Nash equilibrium, if for any PPT
∗
∗
∗
algorithms SC
, SO
, RC
, D, and F , neither of the followings hold.
∗
∗
– USCom ((SC , SO , F ), (RC , D)) < USCom ((SC
, SO
, F ), (RC , D))
Com
Com
∗
– UR ((SC , SO , F ), (RC , D)) < UR ((SC , SO , F ), (RC
, D))

Note that the strategies of the parties are (SC , SO ) and RC . D and F are
excluded from strategies. That is because, informally, the parties always choose
the best D and F to improve their utilities.
Game-theoretic security. We characterize the required properties for bit commitment using the prescribed notions. If a protocol is in a Nash equilibrium, it
means that the parties will prefer to take the strategies according to the protocol. In other words, the parties do not have a motivation to deviate from the
protocol. We call such protocols game-theoretically secure.
Definition 6 (Game-theoretic security) Let Com = ((SC , SO ), (RC , RO ))
be a bit commitment protocol. We say Com is game-theoretically secure if the
tuple of the strategies ((SC , SO ), RC ) is in a Nash equilibrium.

4

Equivalence between the Two Security Notions

In this section, we prove the equivalence between the cryptographic security
(Deﬁnition 2) and the game-theoretic security (Deﬁnition 6). In other words, we
show that a protocol is cryptographically secure if and only if the protocol itself
is in a Nash equilibrium.
Theorem 1 Let Com be a bit commitment protocol. Com is cryptographically
secure if and only if Com is game-theoretically secure.
As mentioned in Section 1.3., this relationship is not trivial. We provide both
directions of implication one by one.
First, we show that the cryptographic security implies the game-theoretic
security.
Lemma 1 If a bit commitment protocol Com is cryptographically secure, then
Com is game-theoretically secure.
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We prove the contrapositive of this statement. If a protocol is not gametheoretically secure, that is, it is not in a Nash equilibrium, at least one party
can gain with using some alternative strategies rather than the protocol description. From the deﬁnitions of the utility functions, it is natural that the
alternative strategies break some of the cryptographic property, which implies
that the protocol is not cryptographically secure. Actually, the deﬁnition of Nash
equilibrium makes the proof a little complicated. The formal proof is as follows.
Proof. To prove this lemma, we assume that Com = ((SC , SO ), (RC , RO )) is not
game-theoretically secure, and show that Com is not cryptographically secure.
Namely, Com does not satisfy at least one of the three properties, hiding property,
binding property, and correctness.
Suppose Com is not game-theoretically secure. Then, there exist a tuple
∗
∗
∗
((SC
, SO
), RC
) of PPT strategies, a PPT distinguisher D and a PPT decommitment ﬁnder F such that at least one of the following two inequalities holds:
∗
∗
USCom ((SC , SO , F ), (RC , D)) < USCom ((SC
, SO
, F ), (RC , D)),
∗
Com
Com
, D)).
UR ((SC , SO , F ), (RC , D)) < UR ((SC , SO , F ), (RC

(1)
(2)

First, assume that Equality (1) holds. It implies that the sender can get a
∗
∗
higher utility by changing his strategy from (SC , SO ) to (SC
, SO
). There are two
possibilities for the cause of this increase:
Case S-1: | Pr[guess = 1] − 1/2| decreases with the change of the strategy.
Case S-2: Pr[amb = 1] increases with the change of the strategy.
Case S-1 implies that | Pr[guess = 1] − 1/2|  0 holds when both parties
choose its honest strategy. This means that Com does not satisfy hiding property
for RC .
Case S-2 implies that Pr[amb = 1]  0 holds for the strategy tuple
∗
∗
∗
∗
((SC
, SO
), RC ). Hence, Com does not satisfy binding property for (SC
, SO
).
Next, assume that Equality (2) holds. It implies that the receiver can get a
∗
higher utility by changing her strategy from RC to RC
. There are three possibilities for the cause of this increase:
Case R-1: | Pr[guess = 1] − 1/2| increases with the change of the strategy.
Case R-2: Pr[amb = 1] decreases with the change of the strategy.
Case R-3: Pr[suc = 1] increases with the change of the strategy.
Case R-1 implies that | Pr[guess = 1] − 1/2|  0 holds for the strategy tuple
∗
∗
((SC , SO ), RC
). This means that Com does not satisfy hiding property for RC
.
Case R-2 implies that Pr[amb = 1]  0 holds when both parties choose their
honest strategies. Hence, Com does not satisfy binding property for (SC , SO ).
Case R-3 implies that Pr[suc = 1] ≺ 1 holds when both parties choose their
honest strategy. This means that Com does not satisfy correctness.
In every case, we have shown that Com is not cryptographically secure. Therefore, the statement follows.
u
t
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Next, we show that the game-theoretic security implies the cryptographic
security.
Lemma 2 If a bit commitment protocol Com is game-theoretically secure, then
Com is cryptographically secure.
The proof of this direction is more technical than that of Lemma 1. We prove
it by showing that the contrapositive is true. Assume that a protocol is not
cryptographically secure, at least one of the security properties, hiding property,
binding property and correctness, does not hold. Provided that an algorithm
breaks one of the properties, we cannot simply say that the protocol is not in a
Nash equilibrium. That is because, the parties consider the tradeoﬀs among the
preferences. If the algorithms together leads to some negative result, the party
cannot gain his utility by using this algorithm. This cannot be the reason of the
protocol being not game-theoretically secure. This lemma seems not trivial at
this point.
Despite this point, the lemma holds because the deﬁnition of Nash equilibrium requires the inequality to hold for any D and F . If an algorithm breaks
some property, then some D and F makes a situation where only the probability related to the broken property (Pr[guess = 1], Pr[amb = 1] or Pr[suc = 1])
changes by using the algorithm rather than following the protocol. That is, when
at least one of the security properties does not hold, some tuple of algorithm
makes the protocol not in Nash equilibrium.
Here, we provide a formal proof.
Proof. Suppose that Com = ((SC , SO ), (RC , RO )) is not cryptographically secure. We consider the following ﬁve cases, and show that Com is not gametheoretically secure in each case.
Case 1: Com does not satisfy correctness.
Case 2: Com satisﬁes correctness and does not satisfy binding property for
(SC , SO ).
Case 3: Com satisﬁes correctness and binding property for (SC , SO ), and does
∗
∗
not satisfy binding property for some (SC
, SO
) 6= (SC , SO ).
Case 4: Com satisﬁes correctness and binding property, and does not satisfy
hiding property for RC .
Case 5: Com satisﬁes correctness, binding property, and hiding property for
∗
RC , and does not satisfy hiding property for some RC
6= RC .
In Case 1, even if both parties follow the protocol description, the probability
that they cannot open the committed bit is non-negligible. That is, for some
b ∈ {0, 1}, it holds that
Pr[outRO (c) (SO (b, c, d)) = 1] ≺ 1,
where c is the transcript between SC (b) and RC , and d = viewSC (b) (RC ).
Let Drand be an algorithm that outputs 0 or 1 uniformly at random,
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0
F honest an algorithm that outputs (d0 , d1 ) where db = outSC (b) (RC
) and
0
d1−b = ⊥, where RC is an algorithm of the receiver in the comabort
mit phase, and RC
a strategy of sending the abort message right after starting the protocol. Note that the three algorithms, Drand , F honest ,
abort
and RC
, are PPT algorithms. We denote the outcome of the games
Com
abort
Γ ((SC , SO , F honest ), (RC , Drand )) and ΓCom ((SC , SO , F honest ), (RC
, Drand ))
0
0
0
by (guess, amb, suc) and (guess , amb , suc ), respectively. Now we obtain the following equalities:

– |Pr[guess = 1] − 1/2| ≈ |Pr[guess0 = 1] − 1/2| ≈ 0,
– Pr[amb = 1] = Pr[amb0 = 1] = 0,
– Pr[suc = 1] ≺ Pr[suc0 = 1] = 1.
Hence,
it
holds
that
URCom ((SC , SO , F honest ), (RC , Drand ))
<
Com
honest
abort
rand
UR ((SC , SO , F
), (RC , D )), which implies that the tuple
((SC , SO ), RC ) is not in a Nash equilibrium.
In Case 2, the sender can break binding property with the honest strategy
(SC , SO ). That is, for some PPT decommitment ﬁnder F and b ∈ {0, 1}, it holds
that
Pr[outRO (c) (SO (0, c, d0 )) = outRO (c) (SO (1, c, d1 )) = 1]  0,
where (d0 , d1 ) is the output of F (viewSC (b) (RC )). We denote the outcome of the
abort
games ΓCom ((SC , SO , F ), (RC , Drand )) and ΓCom ((SC , SO , F ), (RC
, Drand )) by
0
0
0
(guess, amb, suc) and (guess , amb , suc ), respectively. Now we obtain the following equalities:
– |Pr[guess = 1] − 1/2| ≈ |Pr[guess0 = 1] − 1/2| ≈ 0,
– Pr[amb = 1]  Pr[amb0 = 1] = 0,
– Pr[suc = 1] = Pr[suc0 = 1] = 1.
Hence,
it
holds
that
URCom ((SC , SO , F ), (RC , Drand ))
<
Com
abort
rand
UR ((SC , SO , F ), (RC , D )), which implies that the tuple ((SC , SO ), RC )
is not in a Nash equilibrium.
In Case 3, the sender cannot break binding property with honest strategy
∗
∗
(SC , SO ) but with some strategy (SC
, SO
) 6= (SC , SO ). That is, for some PPT
decommitment ﬁnder F and b ∈ {0, 1}, it holds that
∗
∗
Pr[outRO (c) (SO
(0, c∗ , d0 )) = outRO (c) (SO
(1, c∗ , d1 )) = 1]  0,
∗
where c∗ is the transcript between SC
(b) and RC , and (d0 , d1 ) is the output of
F (viewSC∗ (b) (RC )). For the same F and b, it holds that

Pr[outRO (c) (SO (0, c, d0 )) = outRO (c) (SO (1, c, d1 )) = 1] ≈ 0.
We denote the outcome of the games ΓCom ((SC , SO , F ), (RC , Drand )) and
∗
∗
ΓCom ((SC
, SO
, F ), (RC , Drand )) by (guess, amb, suc) and (guess0 , amb0 , suc0 ), respectively. Now we obtain the following equalities:
– |Pr[guess = 1] − 1/2| ≈ |Pr[guess0 = 1] − 1/2| ≈ 0,
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– 0 = Pr[amb = 1] ≺ Pr[amb0 = 1].
Hence,
it
holds
that
USCom ((SC , SO , F ), (RC , Drand ))
<
Com
∗
∗
rand
US ((SC , SO , F ), (RC , D )), which implies that the tuple ((SC , SO ), RC ) is
not in a Nash equilibrium.
In Case 4, the receiver can break hiding property with the honest strategy
RC . That is, for some PPT distinguisher D, it holds that
Pr[D(viewRC (SC (b))) = b]  1/2.
abort
be a strategy of sending the abort message right after starting the proLet SC
tocol. We denote the outcome of the games ΓCom ((SC , SO , F honest ), (RC , D)) and
abort
, SO , F honest ), (RC , D)) by (guess, amb, suc) and (guess0 , amb0 , suc0 ),
ΓCom ((SC
respectively. Now we obtain the following equalities:

– |Pr[guess = 1] − 1/2|  |Pr[guess0 = 1] − 1/2| ≈ 0,
– Pr[amb = 1] = Pr[amb0 = 1] = 0.
Hence,
it
holds
that
USCom ((SC , SO , F honest ), (RC , D))
<
Com
abort
honest
US ((SC , SO , F
), (RC , D)), which implies that the tuple ((SC , SO ), RC )
is not in a Nash equilibrium.
In Case 5, the receiver can not break hiding property with honest strategy
∗
RC but with some strategy RC
6= RC . That is, for some PPT distinguisher D,
it holds that
Pr[D(viewRC∗ (SC (b))) = b]  1/2, and Pr[D(viewRC (SC (b))) = b] ≈ 1/2.
∗
∗
Let R̃C
be a strategy of following RC
in the commit phase and not participating in the open phase. Then, it holds that Pr[D(viewR̃∗ (SC (b)) = b] 
C
1/2. We denote the outcome of the games ΓCom ((SC , SO , F honest ), (RC , D)) and
∗
ΓCom ((SC , SO , F honest ), (R̃C
, D)) by (guess, amb, suc) and (guess0 , amb0 , suc0 ), respectively. Now we obtain the following equalities:

– 0 ≈ |Pr[guess = 1] − 1/2| ≺ |Pr[guess0 = 1] − 1/2|,
– Pr[amb = 1] = Pr[amb0 = 1] = 0,
– Pr[suc = 1] = Pr[suc0 = 1] = 1.
Hence,
it
holds
that
URCom ((SC , SO , F honest ), (RC , D))
<
∗
URCom ((SC , SO , F honest ), (R̃C
, D)), which implies that the tuple ((SC , SO ), RC ) is
not in a Nash equilibrium.
In every case, we show that the tuple ((SC , SO ), RC ) is not in a Nash equilibrium. Therefore, the statement follows.
u
t

5

Concluding Remarks

This paper has focused on bit commitment and characterized its security in a
game-theoretic manner. Our work is based on the work of OT by Higo et al. [11].
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Since bit commitment and OT computes diﬀerent numbers of functions in their
protocols, the characterization of bit commitment is more complicated. In this
paper, we have deﬁned a game in which parties execute a bit commitment protocol, and picked up the natural preferences of the sender and the receiver. Using
Nash equilibrium as a solution concept, we have deﬁned the notion of gametheoretic security. We have shown the equivalence between the game-theoretic
security and the cryptographic security.
Although we have introduced game-theoretic concepts as a formalization of
realistic perspectives, no practical application has been known. Further work is
expected in this area to describe some practical implication or limitations.
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